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A B S T R A C T   

In this work, the self-ion irradiation behavior of nanocrystalline copper-tantalum alloys was investigated. In 
particular, the microstructural evolution of Cu-3at.%Ta and Cu-10at.%Ta was evaluated under the fluence of 2 ×
1017 ions/cm2 of 4 MeV Cu-ions at different temperatures. Results revealed that despite the ability of Cu-10Ta to 
reprecipitate new nanoclusters and thereby increase the sink density by ~17%, it undergoes significant micro-
structural evolution. On the other hand, Cu-3Ta exhibits a relatively more stable microstructural response and 
3.5 times less swelling over the same conditions. This result illustrates the premise that irradiation and defor-
mation may be coupled to stabilize/rejuvenate Ta-nanoclusters in extreme-environments.   

Designing and developing materials that can withstand harsh nuclear 
environments is of great importance to ensure the safe and efficient 
performance of reactors [1]. While nanocrystalline (NC) materials, i.e. 
metals with mean grain size (d) below 100 nm, are known to be a 
promising candidate for radiation-tolerant structures owing to their high 
density of interfaces that can neutralize radiation-induced defects [2,3], 
their microstructural instability to stimuli such as temperature, stress, 
and intense radiation has greatly limited their ability to operate under 
the long-term environments required for nuclear power reactors [4]. 
Through years of computational research and eventual experimental 
efforts, grain boundary (GB) stabilization has become viable through 
solute addition that either lowers the GB excess free energy (thermo-
dynamic stabilization) or forms atomic clusters that pin the GB, thereby 
restraining the GB mobility (kinetic stabilization) [5,6]. In addition to 
GBs, immiscible metal alloys introduce numerous sharp interfaces be-
tween the phases due to their phase-separating nature [7]. 

In such materials with high sink density, irradiation-induced point 
defects primarily interact with and potentially accumulate at the in-
terfaces (GBs and phase boundaries). Such defect accumulation can 
affect the structural stability of interfaces causing grain growth [8], 
dissolution, disordering, or coarsening of second phase particles [9], 
depending on the nature and sink efficiency of the interface [10]. As 
mentioned before, since the concern with grain growth in nanocrystal-
line materials can be addressed by appropriate solute additions that 
segregate to and pin the GB, the overall behavior of such a system 

depends on the behavior and stability of the second phase particles. 
Mechanisms of phase stability (e.g., forced atomic mixing, ballistic 
dissolution, Ostwald-ripening, inverse Ostwald-ripening, etc.) in sys-
tems driven far from equilibrium either through processing or through 
high energy irradiation have been vastly discussed theoretically and 
experimentally in various alloys [11–14]. 

Previous works on NC-Cu-10at.%Ta (Cu-10Ta) have shown excep-
tional thermomechanical properties [15–17], microstructural stability, 
and self-healing of radiation damage through the re-precipitation of Ta 
clusters [18,19]. In addition, this alloy can provide thermal conductivity 
5-10 times higher than currently-used materials [17,20]. Therefore, 
provides opportunities for developing next-generation high-temperature 
(HT), high-pressure (HP), high-performance heat exchangers (H3HX) in 
pressurized water reactors (PWR), gas turbines, and hot gas heat re-
covery applications. Though the response of second phase particles and 
their role in stabilizing and increasing the sink density have been shown 
in previous studies [18,19,21], the effect of solute concentration on the 
precipitate type and/or formation has not been closely examined. Such 
an understanding, combined with the aforementioned understanding of 
particles and sink density, would enable the ability to tailor the 
composition and/or microstructure for improved phase stability and 
radiation resistance. Thus, in this work, we compare the high-dose 
self-ion irradiation response of Cu-3at.%Ta (Cu-3Ta) and Cu-10Ta to 
understand the role of tantalum concentration in suppressing the effect 
of atomic mixing at extreme doses and enhancing radiation tolerance. 
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NC Cu-3Ta was chosen for the study from several compositions to have a 
tailored microstructure with minimum large incoherent precipitates 
without significantly compromising on grain size and nanocluster den-
sity [22]. The similarity in grain size and nanocluster density should 
enable an understanding as to the role of Ta precipitates on improved 
radiation tolerance in this alloy system. 

Toward this, NC Cu-3Ta and Cu-10Ta were produced by high-energy 
mechanical alloying and consolidated by equal channel angular extru-
sion (ECAE) [23,24]. The consolidated ingots were machined into cy-
lindrical specimens having 3 mm diameter and ~1.2 mm tall. These 
samples were mechanically polished to a mirror finish and subsequently 
irradiated with 4 MeV Cu++ ions in a defused beam mode using a 3 MV 
Pelletron tandem ion accelerator at Ion Beam Materials Laboratory at 
Los Alamos National Laboratory. A flux of ~9 × 1012 ions cm− 2 s− 1 was 
used to achieve a fluence of 2 × 1017 ions cm− 2 at room temperature 
(RT) and 573 K. Damage profiles in displacements per atom (dpa, Ap-
pendix Fig. A1), indicate a damage level of 100 dpa near the surface, 
with peak damage of ~300 dpa occurring at ~1 µm. For pre- and 
post-irradiated microstructural characterization, transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) characterization was conducted using an ARM-200F. 
TEM samples were generated using a Focused Ion beam (FIB) FEI Nova 
500 allowing the lifted-out specimen to contain the irradiated regions of 
interest. Once lifted out, the specimen was thinned to electron trans-
parency with the final step conducted at 2 keV; additionally, they were 
plasma cleaned in Ar before TEM observations to reduce contamination. 
Grain size statistics were obtained from the irradiated samples analyzing 

grains with depths ranging from 100-600 nm from the top surface; this 
statistical analysis utilized the ImageJ software. Atom probe tomogra-
phy (APT) specimens were prepared using a ThermoFisher Scientific 
Helios G4 dual-beam microscope with final annular milling occurring at 
5keV. APT was performed using a Cameca LEAP 5000 XR system 
operated at 50 K with laser energy of 50 pJ, auto pulse rate control 
enabled with a minimum mass spectrum range of 300 Da, and a target 
evaporation rate of 0.5%. The analysis was performed using IVAS 3.8.4 
software. The envelop method was utilized for the cluster analysis with a 
maximum separation distance of 0.75 nm (dmax); a group of TaO ions 
composed of at least 15 ions (Nmin) was identified as a cluster. The total 
number of clusters analyzed for each condition of Cu-3Ta was greater 
than 750, similar to that for the Cu-10Ta. 

As received microstructure of Cu-3Ta and Cu-10Ta are shown in 
Fig. 1, which depicts the key differences in their microstructure. Cu- 
10Ta exhibits an NC copper grain size on the order of 50 nm, while 
Cu-3Ta has a slightly larger grain size of 99 nm [25]. For the tantalum 
phase, Cu-10Ta has a bimodal size distribution with the presence of 
large incoherent Ta precipitates (being > 30 nm on average) and smaller 
nanoclusters (~3 nm on average) shown in red and black arrows 
respectively (Fig. 1A-A’). Prior work by the authors has determined that 
Ta-based precipitates have coherent, semi-coherent, and incoherent 
nanoclusters when the diameter (d) of the precipitate is: < 3.9 nm, 3.9 to 
15.6 nm, and > 15.6 nm, respectively [26]. In contrast, Cu-3Ta possesses 
primarily just nanoclusters with a very limited concentration of these 
larger incoherent Ta precipitates (Fig. 1B-B’). Previous APT studies have 

Fig. 1. Aberration Corrected (AC) bright field STEM images of the As-received microstructure. Images (A-A’) NC-Cu-10Ta and (B-B’) NC-Cu-3Ta depict the 
difference in density of large Ta-particles between 10% and 3%. (Red arrows indicated Large Ta particles and Black arrows the Ta-based nanoclusters) 

Fig. 2. AC bright field STEM images of the Post irradiation microstructure at RT of Cu-3at.%Ta and Cu-10at.%Ta. Microstructure irradiated to 100 dpa at RT 
of (A-E) NC Cu-3Ta alloy showing stable grains and nanoclusters and voids along some GBs (A’-E’) Cu-10Ta. (Red arrows point to the interface of the large Ta- 
particles; Green arrows Ta solute along GBs; Yellow arrows Ta-nanoclusters precipitated along GBs; White arrows voids and void channels; and Red boxes high-
light the difference in nanocluster density). 
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indicated a nanocluster density of 6.5 × 1023 /m3 and 5.4 × 1023 /m3 

(18% less) in Cu-10Ta and Cu-3Ta, respectively, for the samples after 
ECAE processing at 973 K [22,23]. In our previous work, Cu-10Ta was 
able to demonstrate an increased radiation immunity as well as 
self-healing from radiation damage through the re-precipitation of Ta 
clusters [18]. This effect was attributed to larger Ta-particles undergo-
ing ballistic dissolution followed by re-precipitation as nanoclusters, 
thereby replenishing the sink strength. This behavior, in turn, served to 
enhance the radiation tolerance of the material when exposed to high 
irradiation doses and elevated temperatures. Given the large disparity in 
these larger Ta particles between the Cu-10Ta and Cu-3Ta alloys, one 
would expect to see a difference in the comparative response/stability of 
these two alloy types when irradiated under identical conditions. 

To compare the microstructural and phase stability at high doses, the 
specimens were first irradiated at room temperature to 100 dpa. Fig. 2 
presents the grain size in both alloys. Post-irradiation analysis for Cu- 
10Ta found that the average grain size had increased by ~60 nm. Cu- 
3Ta alloy underwent an equal amount of grain growth yielding an 
average grain size of ~160 nm. Looking at the phase stability, the high 
dose rate in heavy-ion at RT, resulted in the disordering of the large 
incoherent Ta-precipitate interfaces in Cu-10Ta (see Fig. 2A’-B’ and 
Appendix Fig. A2). Furthermore, a significant reduction in Ta-cluster 
density was observed in many grains indicating the ballistic dissolu-
tion of the nanoclusters in the regions undergoing an amorphous 
transformation. This effect inherently lowers the overall cluster density 
within the alloy. However, unlike the Cu-10Ta sample, TEM images of 
Cu-3Ta indicated much higher retention of Ta clusters, as seen in Fig. 2 
where the red boxes highlight the comparative difference between the 
two alloys in this respect. Interestingly, the few larger Ta particles found 
to exist in Cu-3Ta did not inherently undergo an amorphous 

transformation (Fig. 2B). For both cases, several GBs were found to be 
saturated in Ta solute near the dissolution of these larger Ta particles 
(see green arrows in Fig. 2). 

Additionally, sporadic void formation was also observed in both 
these alloys after some incubation time (see also Fig. 2 white arrow). 
Specifically, in Cu-10Ta, voids of an average size of ~12 nm were mainly 
observed to be formed along the large tantalum interfaces which showed 
initial transient disordering, followed by dissolution. As indicated in 
Fig. 2, some of these incoherent interfaces also had void channels 
resulting from the coalescence of these voids (Fig. 2E-E’). The maximum 
swelling observed was ~0.25%. On the other hand, in Cu-3Ta, the voids 
were smaller, on the order of ~ 7 nm, and comparatively lesser in 
density than Cu-10Ta. The voids in Cu-3Ta were mostly confined to the 
GBs (Fig. 2E) with a maximum swelling of 0.07%. Moreover, unlike the 
incoherent disordered interfaces in Cu-10Ta, the presence of nano-
clusters at GBs in Cu-3Ta also suppressed the channeling of these voids 
in these regions (Fig. 2 yellow arrows). 

At 573 K, no voids or amorphization were observed in both Cu-10Ta 
and Cu-3Ta samples. At this temperature, however, Cu-10Ta showed a 
significant increase in cluster density. This is likely due to nanocluster 
re-precipitation from within the regions near the dissolved larger Ta 
precipitates. This is attributed to the high positive enthalpy of mixing of 
Ta in Cu [27]. Similar ballistic dissolution and short circuit diffusion of 
Ta from large Ta-precipitates along the GBs were observed in Cu-3Ta 
with high cluster density around these regions (Fig. 3 B-C green and 
yellow arrows), indicating similar re-precipitation. This is possible given 
the intense amount of radiation-induced defects and their thermally 
induced annihilation, which could act to promote the decomposition of 
Ta-saturated regions of solute within the lattice [18]. As can be observed 
in the high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) images of Fig. 3, diffusion 

Fig. 3. AC bright field and high angular annular dark-field STEM images of the Post irradiation microstructure at 573 K of Cu-3at.%Ta and Cu-10at.%Ta. A- 
B and A’-B’ are bright field images. C and C’ are high angular annular dark field images. Microstructure irradiated to 100 dpa at 573 K of (A-C) NC Cu-3Ta alloy 
showing stable grains and nanoclusters and voids along some GBs (A’-C’) Cu-10Ta. Green arrows point to Ta solute along GBs; Yellow arrows Ta nanoclusters 
precipitated along GBs 
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of Ta solute along GBs (green arrow) is observed for both 3 and 10 at% 
Ta. This was found to be more prevalent and extensive than that 
occurred following room temperature irradiation. 

Though the microstructure of the Cu-10Ta alloy can self-heal 
through the generation of new nanoclusters and reordering of in-
terfaces at 573 K, it is clear through the TEM analysis that its 

microstructure is somewhat unstable at RT. In contrast, Cu-3Ta shows a 
nearly unaffected cluster density throughout the same conditions while 
at the same time retaining its nanocrystalline microstructure. APT was 
utilized to characterize the number density of the Ta-based clusters for 
the RT and 573 K conditions for both alloys. Fig. 4 provides the APT 
reconstruction for all four samples. Interestingly, it was determined that 
the number density is approximately the same, that is for Cu-10Ta, the 
cluster density was found to be 7.6 × 1023 /m3 and that of Cu-3Ta was 
8.8 × 1023 /m3 after irradiated at 573 K. Both alloys post-irradiation 
have higher cluster densities than prior to exposure (the respective as- 
received cluster densities were 5.4 × 1023 /m3 for Cu-3Ta and 6.5 ×
1023 /m3 for Cu-10Ta, respectively). These numbers are for qualitative 
comparison as the two alloys have similar cluster densities. However, 
the Cu-3Ta alloy is much more stable with respect to undergoing drastic 
phase transformations and or large changes in the number density of Ta- 
based clusters through the process. That is, despite the ability of Cu- 
10Ta to reprecipitate new clusters, it underwent significant micro-
structural evolution as compared to Cu-3Ta. Conversely, Cu-3Ta 
exhibited a relatively stable, more predictable response over the same 
conditions. More recently, Cu-3Ta was also shown to be the most 
microstructurally resistant to change under prolonged high-temperature 
exposure (1,000 h at 80% TM of copper, i.e., 1073 K) relative to other 
higher or lower Ta concentrations [28]. The same may hold true 
regarding radiation-induced coarsening. In other words, while both al-
loys display a high degree of microstructural stability, Cu-3Ta distin-
guishes itself as the composition with a greater degree of microstructural 
stability to applied stimuli. In other words, the limited density of large 
precipitates and more clusters replacing them act as efficient defect sinks 
thereby preventing/ increasing the threshold of such defect accumula-
tion in the large tantalum precipitates and GBs in Cu-3Ta. 

In summary, the phase stability and its effect on radiation tolerance 
of two different compositions of Cu-Ta system (3 at.% Ta and 10 at.% 
Ta) are studied using high dose, heavy ion irradiation at RT and 573 K. 
The results indicate that Cu-3Ta shows more promise when exposed to 
high dose radiation and better resistance to radiation-induced atomic 
mixing than Cu-10Ta owing to the near absence of the incoherent large 
Ta-precipitates. Furthermore, the void swelling observed was 3.5x less 
than that of Cu-10Ta indicating the presence of potentially higher semi- 
coherent cluster density which needs to be confirmed comprehensively 
with additional experiments. 
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Appendix 

Figs. A1–A3 

Fig. 4. Atom probe reconstruction for Cu-3Ta and Cu-10Ta at 100 dpa at 
RT and 573 K. Atom probe distribution of Cu (A, E, I, and M), Ta (B, F, J, and 
N), O (C, G, K, and O), and only the 5.5at.% TaO isoconcentration surfaces (D, 
H, L, and P) are displayed to highlight the number density of said particles 
within the tip. Images A-D are for Cu-10Ta at RT, images E-H are for Cu-10Ta at 
573 K, images I-L are for Cu-3Ta at RT, and images M-P are for Cu-3Ta at 573 K. 
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